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1. Background and product overview

AmDTx is a digital therapeutic (often referred to as “Am” and prounced “ahm”) with
demonstrated efficacy in increasing stress resilience and enhancing attentional control,
compared to placebo (Walsh et al., 2019). AmD is developed by Mobio Interactive PTE LTD.,
a globally technology company and distributed in Canada by Mobio Interactive Inc. (Toronto).

AmDTx has generated installs to the range of 100,000 worldwide and has a 4.9, 4.9, 5.0 and
5.0 star rating in Apple’s Canadian, US, Switzerland and Singaporean App Stores,
respectively. AmDTx is available for free to you via your healthcare provider.

AmDTx provides you with a range of psychotherapeutic options. A large focus has been
placed on medical-grade mindfulness meditation practices that are accessed through
several features accessible from the home screen (Figure 1).

Figure 1 | AmDTx. Homescreen
(also called the “main menu”). At the
top, participants are able to choose
where to proceed. Shown here is the
“Journey” option highlighted. The
Journal and other features are
shown in Figure 2. While on the
Homescreen, you can press and
hold on any item to receive a brief
description of what that feature does.
The three lines at the top left open a
sidebar. The sidebar is where you
can access the Settings and obtain
more information about AmDTx and
your profile details, such as use
statistics and Badges you have
earned for your practice.
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Unique to AmDTx as a psychological wellness platform is the inclusion of benchmarked
digital biomarkers comprised of i) fully objective quantification of stress through the mobile
device camera, ii) self-assessments of stress, iii) implicit calculation of mood, and iv)
free-form journaling. These elements of AmDTx are described in detail in Section 2.

AmDTx can be used to complete meditation sessions, or other forms of digitally-delivered
psychotherapy via a variety of training features (Figure 2)

A B C D E

Figure 2 | Various means through which you can can develop a personalised resilience
practice. (A) Journey selection screen from which you can find step-by-step courses, including the
course “All About Am” that serves as an introduction both to AmDTx as well as to meditation. (B) List
of meditations and training sessions from the corresponding Journey. (C) The first page of the “My
Moment” screen where you can tap on words and symbols that represent your personal aims for
practicing, and then Am’s algorithm will identify content specifically suited for your immediate desires.
(D) A simple timer, animated by a moon setting into the sea. This feature is used to allow pyour to
keep track of practices that you complete on your own (“self-guided”). (E) Am’s full Library where you
can cirectly access all the content available throughout AmDTx. The Library has severa search filters
to help you find what you like. You can also favourite content so you can come back to practices that
have resonated particularly well with you.
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2. Digital biomarkers and other measurements

Objective Quantification of Stress. You can obtain a prediction of your level of stress via a 30
second “selfie” video captured with the front-facing device camera through (Figure 3).
Because the human heart beat is partly controlled by the autonomic nervous system, and
the autonomic nervous system is primarily what mediates the human stress response, heart
rate data can be used to predict stress. This is accomplished within AmDTx by determining
your heart rate and heart rate variability through an algorithm developed by Mobio Interactive
in collaboration with the University of Waterloo (Chwyl et al., 2016). Meanwhile, the actual
measure of stress is computed by a neural network that has 86% accuracy (Al-Jebrni et al.,
2020). All recordings are complete within AmDTx and no external device is required. AmDTx
will specifically request your permission prior to completing any recordings. Importantly, no
video data are stored or transmitted to the cloud. AmDTx simply does the math in real time
so that your privacy is protected.

A B C D

Figure 3 | Objective Assessment of Stress via a Selfie Video. (A) Initial screen provides you with
simple instructions on how to use the feature. (B) While you are completing the 30 second selfie
video, a riddle is overlaid and an animation plays below the video. (C) Opon completion, you are
informed that the results are being calculated and when ready can be accessed on the Journal page.
You can then continue with the rest of the “Snapshot” assessment (i.e. moodboard, stress-slider and
free journaling). (D) On the Journal page, you can view how your practice has affected you personally.
Shown are the results from a Snapshot assessment prior to a Self-Guided Session. The objective
quantification of stress is called “Computed Stress”.
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Self-Assessment of Stress. Stress is independently measured via a “stress-slider” tool
(Figure 4). To use this tool, simply moving the indicator on the slider tool to anywhere along
the scale from “none” (0%) to “extreme” (100%). Alternatively, you can select any of the
“stress faces” positioned above the stress-slide. This stress slider measure has been
demonstrated to correlate significantly with psychological surveys of wellbeing (Walsh et al.,
2019).

A B C

Figure 4 | Self-Assessment of Stress via a Stress-Slider. (A) Example of the stress-slider
completed if you were to assess your stress to be 62% of the way between “none” and “extreme”
before completing a session. (B) Example of the stress-slider completed if you were to assess your
stress as 27% after completing a session. (C) On the DTx Journal page, you can view your responses
for that particular session.
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Self-Assessment of Overall Mood. Your overall mood can be measured via a custom
“circumplex” or “moodboard”. All you need to do is tap on the words that represent how you
feel in the moment. The axes of the moodboard span from “mild” to “intense” and from
“unpleasant” to “pleasant”. A total of 32 words are available, arranged in four quadrants
(Table 1). To convey meaning and make the tool more engaging, the moodboard is animated
by an object that morphs in both shape and colour to your unique selection of words. Results
of the implicit mood calculation are reported back to you on the Journal page under the
heading “computed mood” (Figure 5). The implicit measure of mood has been demonstrated
to correlate significantly with psychological surveys of wellbeing (Walsh et al., 2019).

Table 1 | Moodboard “mood words”.
Quadrant 1
(top right)

Quadrant 2
(bottom right)

Quadrant 3
(bottom left)

Quadrant 4
(top left)

Astonished Serene Miserable Distressed

Excited Content Sad Angry

Alert Calm Depressed Frustrated

Delighted At ease Droopy Afraid

Amused Satisfied Gloomy Nervous

Glad Relaxed Board Alarmed

Happy Sleepy Fatigued Tense

Pleased Quite Tired Annoyed

Figure 5 | The moodboard feature in Am. (A) Example of the moodboard when selecting words
“afraid”, “sad” and “fatigued” before a session. (B) Example when selecting “pleased”, “satisfied” and
“quite” after a session. (C) The Journal page showing your results for this session.
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In addition, you can input your intention (i.e. motivation) and current mood to easily find
sessions that are appropriate for you in the moment. This feature is called “My Moment”
within AmDTx (Figure 6). There are a total of 24 intention, divided into two categories:
“inward” and “outward” according to general focus of the guided session (Table 2).

A B C

Figure 6 | The “My Moment” feature. (A) The screen where you input your intention for completing a
session. (B) With the usual Snapshot, enter at least 1 and a maximum of 3 mood words. (C) With
these inputs, AmDTx then provides you with three suggested sessions that should fit your desired
content.

Table 2 | Intentions.
Outward Inward

Foster empathy Boost energy Find Balance Self actualise

Enhance
compassion

Build Discipline Hone focus Reduce anxiety

Enhance creativity Build resilience Increase endurance Refresh

Enhance perception Explore feelings Injury recovery Relax

Mindful leadership Facilitate sleep Know myself Mind-body
connection

Enhance curiosity Feel good Manage pain Time to myself
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3. Commitment and engagement data

AmDTx will automatically keep track of your “meaningful engagement” with the product.
Meaningful engagement is defined as activity within AmDTx that corresponds to meditation
training via any of the Journeys, Library, My Moment, or Self-Guided features, as well as
time spent in self-reflection and/or self-assessment via the Journal and Snapshot features.

Depending on the healthcare provider through which you obtained access to Am, special
reminders to engage with the AmDTx may also be pre-programmed. These playful nudges
are intended to help you benefit from AmDTx and are a very private way for you to receive
some personal choaching.

In addition, and again depending on the particular healthcare provider that had make AmDTx
available to you, daily engagement data may be shared with your physician and they may
choose to use these data in assessing the best treatment options for you personally. If you
are taking part in a research trial, then the study team will also be able to review your
meaningful engagement data on a daily basis. To assist with engagement, you are rewaded
with points (Table 3) and advancement to higher levels from “Foundation” to
“Transcendence”.

Table 3 | The points system within Am.
Form of Engagement Points Earned

Guided Session 2 per minute

Self-Guided Session 2 per minute

Self-Assessment (Snapshot) 2 per minute

Self-Reflection (Journal) 2 per minute

Stress slider 1

Mood board 1

Intent board 1

Face scan 5

Invite a friend 20

Contact us 10

Rate the app 50
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Finally, you are also rewarded with a series of digital badges that commemorate your key
achievements (Figure 7).

The engagement data are recorded not just to help you extract the most from Am, but also to
determine what forms of content are most impactful for you personally. That is the ultimate
power of this product: The ability to understand what matters most to you.

A B C

Figure 7 | Badges. To reinforce meaningful engagement, you are rewarded with various badges to
mark your progress. (A) Locate your list of Badges on the Profile page. (B) Badges are organised in
groups according to various types of goals. (C) When you tap on a Badge, a popup opens to provide
a description of what to do to earn the it and provides you with a one-tap button to access that
particular features. The Badge feature thus as doubles as a simple navigation tool.
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4. Your confidentiality

All data are collected in a de-identified fashion. If you are taking part in a study, then only a
unique participant ID# is stored as required to link AmDTx data together with data that
researchers may be obtaining from you. If that is the case, then key to the ID# file is kept in a
separate encrypted file. All data collected by AmDTx is stored in one of Mobio Interactive’s
servers, and alwas in the legal juridiction where you are located. Mobio Interactive is not be
able to identify you, even if you are taking part in a research study, as the data is tagged with
randomly generated ID#s. All data collection through AmDTx is done so in accordance with
HIPAA, PHIPA, GDPR and local regulations. No audio or video from the phone is ever
collected, transfered or stored. All participant identifiers are irreversibly encrypted (“hashed”)
while simultaneously converting the information into unique tokens that are used as
self-destructing anonymous identifiers. For more information, we welcome to you access the
Mobio Interactive Privacy Policy.
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